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from Molly

W

hen I was a child, my grandpa
spent summers with us. He
was a wonderful companion
for a young child — an absolute treasure trove of stories, which he called tales. And he
knew how to build anticipation. “Tell me a tale,” I’d beg as
we sat on the front porch swing. “Aw-w, dogs have tails.” He’d
answer. “Well, tell me a story,” I’d counter. “You’re not supposed to tell stories,” he’d reply evenly. After several rounds of
my pleadings and excuses, he would finally begin with “Once
upon a time …” Oddly enough I don’t remember any of his
tales, just the process.
Our family didn’t have a TV until I was in first grade, but
we did have a big brown Bakelite radio. Daddy listened to
sports, I listened to kids programs, Mother didn’t really listen
at all, but Saturday nights were for Grandpa. He always
tuned in to what Mother referred to as “Great Buckets of
Blood.” As soon as that organ sounded the first ominous
chords, she would hustle me outside where we’d sit on the
back steps where she’d tell me “about when you were a little
girl” and how to whistle between two blades of grass.
I suspect that wondering about the forbidden fruit in those
“buckets of blood” planted the seeds for my great love of
mysteries. As soon as I was able to read for pleasure and
found mysteries in our school library, I was hooked for life.
I never dreamed that the stories in those buckets and the
sinister organ music would lead to my TBR stacks overflowing with terrific mysteries — suspense, private eye, police
procedurals, and cozies set in countries all over the world.
How grateful I am for the mystery community and for my
grandpa’s stimulating my curiosity about what was in all
those buckets!
Till next time …
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 .S. SinC National sent a question to memP
bers asking about your favorite writing tools.
The response was nearly overwhelming! We’ll
begin showing them in this issue — look for
the email icon.
By the way, the request has ended.
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from Lori
Dear Siblings,
Last week I got an email asking if I would speak to an arts camp for teens about writing a mystery podcast. I have never written a podcast script. I don’t write for teens. I don’t have kids. I like other people’s
kids, but …not enough to hang out with them on Zoom, y’know?
This is where I might have found another taker, someone who writes for that age group — except the
talk was very short notice, only half an hour, online. I would have had to spend longer than a half hour
tracking down another speaker for them. Fine. I said yes.
I didn’t have any talk that was only 30 minutes, but I pulled together a few pieces that added up to some basic concepts
to consider, PDF-ed a handout to leave behind, put on my Zoom shirt (it has lemons on it), and … had a great time.
Was there any doubt? I love talking with other writers, don’t you? But maybe I was a little scared that all my references
would be too old, that I would be revealed as just another dorky adult, a Facebook Karen among youthful, techno-savvy
users of — I can’t even name a social media app here, as it will be outdated by the time this publishes. But here’s the thing: I
am a dorky adult, and I used to be a dorky teen, too, one who would have loved to write a mystery podcast, if such a thing
had existed. Teenage-me would have been geeked to meet a writer and talk shop, to know that a writer cared enough about
my writing to spend a little time encouraging me.
I gained several things from doing this session. First, I now have a 30-minute talk about mystery elements in case I ever
need one again. (Don’t ask. The answer is no.) Also, putting together a primer is a great way to remind yourself of some
of the ways to play with story elements and reader expectations. But more than that, I got a glimpse of the future of
mystery and, if we’re lucky, of Sisters in Crime. These young people were serious, silly, thoughtful, smart, big readers, and
eager to participate in this thing we have.
This thing we have, though — it’s not ours. We are only stewards of it. Sisters in Crime may seem like part of the firmament of the mystery community, but it’s only 30-plus years old and, as we’re seeing right now in our community and out
in the world, change is possible, unavoidable, sometimes swift.
In 2019 (doesn’t that feel like a long time ago now?) I got to help celebrate Sara Paretsky as she received the Fuller Award
from the Chicago Literary Hall of Fame. I spoke for all SinC members when I thanked Sara for the work she had started.
Did she hope to break down misogyny in publishing and the patriarchy worldwide on her own watch? In the first year?
She did. She’s an ambitious one, that Sara. But it is no failure that she didn’t. We continue the work. Sara was a steward,
and now? We are.
Sisters in Crime continues to exist because volunteers put in the time to make sure it does. Some (ahem) put in a great
deal of time, but only because it’s important, not just professionally, not just personally. The future of Sisters in Crime is
being written — and secured — by what we do now, all of us: the people we invite in, how we make them feel welcome
and safe, how we support them and their careers. That work isn’t only for the board, but is also an opportunity for local
chapters and their boards, for all members.
Sisters in Crime is more than a group of writers and readers. Our founding, in protest for equality, means that we are
steward-ing something beyond our own careers. We have to see the bigger picture. But if we do it right, we help make
sure there are mystery writers, mystery readers, and mystery books way out into a future that, right now, we might be
struggling to imagine. But I assure you: it’s out there, and this week, the future is writing a podcast.

Lori
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SinC into
Great Writing
G–o–e–s

ONLINE!

Creating Authentic Characters

S

October 3, 2020 • 12:00 pm–3:45 pm EDT • Crowdcast Webinar

inC into Great Writing, an annual Sisters in Crime
tradition, moves online with a special event on
creating authentic characters. Edgar Award-winning
authors Walter Mosley and Lou Berney discuss
their methods and best advice for characters your readers
will believe and follow anywhere. Special guest K. Tempest Bradford leads a workshop on representing characters
whose gender, sexual orientation, racial heritage, or other
aspect of identity may be very different from your own.
A special SinC presentation will wrap up the event.

Lou Berney is the author of November
Road (a Washington Post Best Book of
2018 and Anthony Award winner), The
Long and Faraway Gone (winner of the
Edgar, Anthony, Barry, Macavity, and
ALA awards), Whiplash River, and Gutshot Straight, all from William Morrow.
He’s also written a collection of stories,
The Road to Bobby Joe, and his short
fiction has appeared in publications
such as The New Yorker, Ploughshares, and the Pushcart Prize
anthology. He teaches in the MFA program at Oklahoma
City University. He is a member of Sisters in Crime.

To Register …
Sign in to the SinC website. At Crowdcast fill in
your name and email address. Be sure to click
the button that says “Save My Spot.” Until you
reserve your place in the webinar, you will not
be officially registered.

K. Tempest Bradford
is a science fiction and
fantasy writer, writing
instructor, media critic,
reviewer, and podcaster.
Her short fiction has
appeared in multiple
anthologies and magazines including Strange Horizons, PodCastle, Sunspot
Jungle, In the Shadow of the Towers, and many more.
She’s the host of ORIGINality, a podcast about
the roots of creative genius, and contributes to
several more. Her media criticism and reviews can
be found on NPR, io9, and in books about Time
Lords. When not writing, she teaches classes on
writing inclusive fiction through LitReactor and
Writing the Other.
Walter Mosley is one of the
most versatile and admired
writers in America today. He
is the author of more than 43
critically acclaimed books,
including the major bestselling
mystery series featuring Easy
Rawlins. His work has been
translated into 23 languages
and includes literary fiction,
science fiction, political monographs, and a young
adult novel. His short fiction has been widely
published, and his nonfiction has appeared in The
New York Times Magazine and The Nation, among
other publications. He is the winner of numerous
awards, including an O. Henry Award, a Grammy
and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
He lives in New York and is a member of Sisters in
Crime.
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2020–21 Board Slate

W

e welcome the 2020-21 slate for our
Board of Directors and bid a grateful
farewell to Debra Goldstein, who led
the Monitoring Project for the board
for 5 full years, and Chris Goff, who got our webinars program off the ground.
President
S.G. Wong
Sandra publishes as an indie
author as well as with traditional publishers; is creator
of the crime/speculative Lola
Starke novels and Crescent
City short stories; and
also writes contemporary
suspense. An Arthur Ellis
Awards finalist and Whistler
Independent Book Awards nominee, as well as a
mentor, speaker, and a founding board member
of SinC-Canada West, she is privileged to work in
service of an organization dedicated to equity and
community.
Vice-President
Stephanie Gayle
Stephanie is the author of the
Thomas Lynch mystery series,
which starts with Idyll Threats.
A member of Sisters in Crime
since 2014, she’s delighted
to be part of an organization devoted to equality. She
co-created the Boston reading
series Craft on Draft and served as president of
Grub Street’s Novel Incubator Alumni group. A
graduate of Smith College, Stephanie works at
MIT doing finance stuff for “people too smart to
do basic math.”

Secretary
Faye Snowden
Faye is the author of four mysteries including the latest, A
Killing Fire. She has published
short stories and poems in various literary journals and small
presses. Though writing is her
first love, Faye has been in the
information technology industry
25+ years, serving in both highly
technical and leadership roles throughout her career.
Faye works and writes from her home in Northern
California.
Treasurer/Authors Coalition
Representative
Jacki York
Jacki York is a CPA with a background in auditing nonprofits.
She has completed and reviewed
990s in professional and volunteer capacities, is a certified
internal auditor (CIA), and a
certified fraud examiner (CFE).
She is a member of the Delaware
Valley Chapter of Sisters in Crime and the Guppies
Chapter.
Grants and Awards Coordinator
V.M. (Valerie) Burns
Valerie is the author of three mystery
series: the Agatha Award-nominated
Mystery Bookshop series, the Dog
Club series, and the RJ Franklin
mystery series. She is a member of
Sisters in Crime, Mystery Writers of
America, Dog Writers Association
of America, International Thriller
Writers, and a member of the East Tennessee chapter of Sisters in Crime. She was born and raised in
northwestern Indiana, but currently resides in Eastern
Tennessee with her three poodles.
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Membership Development
Liaison
Tracee de Hahn
Tracee de Hahn is the author of
Swiss Vendetta and A Well-Timed
Murder, both set in Switzerland.
Her work is inspired by her
background in architecture and
history and her years living overseas. She is also a member of Mystery Writers of
America and International Thriller Writers.

Member at Large
Kellye Garrett
Kellye’s debut, Hollywood
Homicide, won the Anthony,
Agatha, and Lefty awards for
best first novel, and her second, Hollywood Ending, was
featured on the Today show
and nominated for Anthony
and Lefty awards. Kellye
spent eight years working
in Hollywood, including a stint writing for Cold
Case. She is the co-founder of Crime Writers of
Color and is working on an #ownvoices domestic
suspense.

Education Liaison
Edwin Hill
Edwin’s novels include Watch
Her, The Missing Ones, and
Little Comfort. He has been
nominated for Edgar and
Agatha Awards, featured in
Us Magazine, received starred
reviews in Publishers Weekly, Booklist, and Library
Journal, and was recognized as one of “Six Crime
Writers to Watch” in Mystery Scene magazine. He
lives in Roslindale MA with his partner Michael
and his favorite reviewer, their lab Edith Ann, who
likes his first drafts enough to eat them.

Monitoring Project Liaison/
Authors Coalition
Representative
Cynthia Kuhn
Cynthia Kuhn is an English
professor and author of the Lila
Maclean Academic Mysteries:
The Semester of Our Discontent,
The Art of Vanishing, The Spirit
in Question, The Subject of
Malice, and The Study of Secrets. Honors for the
series include an Agatha Award, William F. DeeckMalice Domestic Grant, and Lefty Award nominations. She lives in Denver with her family and is
past president of Sisters in Crime-Colorado.

Publicity Liaison
Vanessa Lillie
Vanessa is the Amazon best-selling author of Little Voices,
which received starred reviews
in Publishers Weekly, Library
Journal and was among the Best
Debuts 2019 by Bolo Books.
For the Best, releases September
8th, and she’s currently working
on her third novel, which is set
in rural Oklahoma where she’s from. She now lives
in Providence RI with her husband and slothobsessed son.

Chapter Liaison, Alec Peche
Alec Peche is the author of
14 books and one novella in
the Jill Quint, MD, Forensic
Pathologist series and the
Damian Green series, about a
modern-day MacGyver. Both
series are soft-boiled mysteries. Alec lives in Northern
California with her rescue dog and cat and enjoys
wine, skiing, and making excuses for not writing.
She’s a member of NorCal, Coastal Cruisers, and
the Guppy Chapters.
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Library and Bookstore Liaison
Shari Randall
Shari is the author of the Lobster
Shack Mystery series and the
upcoming Ice Cream Shop
Mysteries from St. Martin’s
Press. Her debut, Curses, Boiled
Again, won an Agatha Award
for Best First Novel. A former
librarian, she loves travel, antiques, mermaids, and
all things New England. She and her husband, a
retired Coast Guard officer, have two globe-trotting
daughters and live on Connecticut’s shoreline.
Web Liaison
Barbara Ross
Barbara is the author of the
Maine Clambake Mysteries
and the Jane Darrowfield
Mysteries. She is a multiple
Agatha Award nominee and has
won the Maine Literary Award
for Crime Fiction. Barbara is
a past president of SinC New
England, and has served as
co-chair of the New England Crime Bake and as
an editor of the Best New England Crime Stories
series. In her former life she was chief operating
officer of two successful start-ups in educational
technology.
Immediate Past President
Lori Rader-Day
Lori is the Edgar Awardnominated and Anthony and
Mary Higgins Clark Awardwinning author of, most
recently, The Lucky One. She
lives in Chicago, where she
co-chairs the mystery conference Murder and Mayhem in
Chicago. Before writing full time, she was a communications executive in higher education and
health care non-profits for 20+ years.

Ex-Officio
Acting Executive Director
Julie Hennrikus
Julie Hennrikus is the owner of
Your Ladders, a coaching and
training resource for artists and
writers. Julie is a former board
member of Sisters in Crime
and of Sisters in Crime New
England. Her career has been
in arts administration, most
recently as the executive director of StageSource, a service organization for the
New England theater community. She is also an
author of several mystery series who credits much
of her success to the connections she made through
Sisters in Crime.
inSinC Editor
Molly Weston
Molly has served as editor
of inSinC for 11 years. She’s
reviewed and lectured about
the mystery genre for nearly 30
years. In 2012, she received the
Raven Award from Mystery Writers of America
for “outstanding achievement in the mystery field
outside the realm of creative writing.” Molly lives
in Garner NC. a

One thing I do to keep me inspired and
on track for a new novel is a Plot Wall.
I use color-coded sticky notes for each
chapter and scene changes. Then I use
different colored notes or pens for each
character. This allows me to visually see
the plot lines, as well as any main characters that are missing for too long.
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—Linda Kuhlman

National Novel Writing Month—
Build Discipline and Learn Craft
by Doreen O’Skea

S

ome writers seek inspiration through long
walks, hot showers, or copious research — or
they rely on bursts of genius. What happens
next is a mystery — well, hopefully, since we
are of that genre. But the perfect book idea is just an
idea until it’s written. The elusive element to getting
the book drafted is discipline.

Maureen Walsh — NaNoWriMo
seemed like a fun way to force
myself beyond the first few chapters of my novel-in-progress after
re-polishing the beginning and
trying to outline my way through
a plot.

While many writers are rigorous in their process,
setting their writing time and protecting it fiercely,
others may fall prey to the temptations of procrastination, rearranging their desk space, sharpening all
the pencils even when they write every word on the
computer …

What drew you to the challenge of writing a novel in
a month?

Discipline is mindset and habit. Studies have shown
that it takes 21 days to build a new habit. What if
there were help to build the habit of being a more
productive writer?

Enter the National Novel Writing Month
NaNoWriMo challenges writers to write 50,000
words in the 30 days of November, focusing energy
on drafting and away from the internal editor. What
started in 1999 as an experiment has grown to a
movement that engages hundreds of thousands of
writers in the daily habits needed to craft a novel.
I connected with two alumnae of NaNoWriMo to
get their perspective on the challenge and how it
helped each of them refine their process and sharpen
their skills.
When you first heard of NaNoWriMo what did you
think?
Gigi Pandian — I heard about it about 15 years ago
and became an early adopter. I was unpublished and
eager to learn more about the craft, and it sounded
like a fun challenge. I had no idea if I’d be successful,
but why not?

Gigi — I had never previously finished any fiction
writing projects (at least not in my adult life — I
wrote a lot of stories and scripts as a kid). I had never
managed to get over my inner editor and reach the
end of a project, because I knew my writing wasn’t
good, so I kept feeling I needed to edit as I went. I
was sabotaging myself. I needed something to push
me past that spot. I thought if a group of friends who
were as inexperienced at writing as I could rise to the
challenge of 50,000 words in a month that I could
give it a shot.
Maureen — I knew I wouldn’t end up with a publishable manuscript, but I needed to keep moving forward. And I’ve always been motivated by deadlines,
never good at working on a project a little at a time.
What kept you motivated during that time?
Maureen — It was fun! I love the discovery part of
writing fiction, finding out who might show up to
take a part, creating situations and interactions, finding out a detail I tossed into chapter four could link
to a development in chapter thirteen.
Gigi — I had been toying with an idea for a mystery novel for a few years, but I never managed to
get anywhere with it. I loved the story, though, so I
didn’t want to abandon it. But I was stuck, so I was
motivated to finish the story and see if I still liked it.
That, and coffee.
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Has the experience changed the
way you write now?
Gigi — Definitely. I completed
my first full draft of the novel
that became Artifact (my first
published novel) because of
NaNoWriMo. That showed me
I’m most effective by finishing a
draft quickly. That doesn’t mean
it’s a finished product but I learned the very important lesson that editing as I go is not for me. I need
to tell the story first, and then go back in and fix it.
Maureen — I have the confidence that if I just
start writing — not thinking or outlining endlessly
— the story will start to take shape and, at some
point, I’ll see it coming together. I know I need to
get the words and ideas flowing, watch the story
progress, and then work on the structure.
What advice would you give to someone before they
embark on the journey?
Maureen — Relax. Think about your goals beyond
50,000 words in 30 days. Do you want to draft a
novel from beginning through the middle to an
end? Get in the habit of daily writing? Try a different genre or form? Produce a funny family history?
Once you know the purpose behind your 50K/30,
have fun!
Gigi — Your words don’t have to be good. But
they need to be written. You can fix them later. Use
NaNoWriMo as a free pass to let go of your inner
editor. Track your words on the NaNoWriMo website. It’s validating to see the graph, plus the public
declaration is helpful, to hold yourself accountable.
You never know where it will lead, so even if
you’re feeling uncertain, go with it. My first unexpected lesson happened when I completed my
first full novel draft at the end of NaNoWriMo
that I submitted it to the Malice Domestic Grant
competition for unpublished traditional mystery
writers. I wasn’t expecting to win, but I wanted to
do something to celebrate my accomplishment. I
was surprised and thrilled when I got the call that
I won that year’s grant. That’s when told me that
I should take my hobby of writing more seriously,

and it’s why I got involved in my local Sisters in
Crime chapter and learned more about the craft of
writing and how to turn my work in progress into
a good novel.
What do you want people to know about after NaNo
ends?
Gigi — Take time to celebrate! But after that, don’t
rush the finished project. There’s a 99% chance
your book is not ready to be published yet. If you
like what you’ve written, revise the book. If you
don’t, you’ve still learned a lot and you can write
something else that will be even better.
I do set the draft aside for a chunk of time while
I work on another project, so I can look at it with
fresh eyes before I make revisions. (Depending on
how rough a draft it is, I also might send it to a
couple of my critique partners at that stage.)
Maureen — There are official
winners, but no losers. If you
didn’t make your 50,000-word
goal, what did you accomplish?
What did you like most about
NaNoWriMo that you can make
part of your writing habit? What
was too difficult or discouraging? What can you change?
Also, you’re going to be tired. You may be thrilled
with the messy manuscript you’ve created, but lack
the mental energy to revise so much as a comma.
Take time to celebrate and relax, and don’t lose
that appreciation for what you’ve achieved when
you come back to your novel with an editor’s eye.
Finally, what did you learn about yourself during the
journey?
Gigi — So much! I’ve had 10 novels published
now, and even with external publisher deadlines,
I still use the energy of NaNoWriMo each year to
draft a new novel. There’s something magical about
it that works as a physiological trick for me.
Writing is hard work, but it’s so rewarding to
reach the end of a novel. That’s the secret of
NaNoWriMo. No matter how long it takes me
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to fix something later, I’ve put in the work to have
written a full draft, which makes it harder to abandon a project. (Though I have abandoned some projects. It wasn’t wasted effort, because I always learn
something, but not all of my experiments are fit for
publication.)
Even though I think of myself as a plotter, I need to
listen to my characters, so NaNoWriMo is a great
way to let my characters run wild and follow their
lead. They’re always right.

There are a number of things that make
my writing space special for cranking out
stories, but the most important tool is my
chair. A rather unexciting item, but it has
saved my back and hips as I now spend more
time at my desk. I paid a small for-tune
for a Herman Miller, and it is worth every
nickel. Who’d have thought some-thing so

Maureen — As a writer, I learned that I love the
creative rush of flat-out writing without polishing
along the way. I also learned I can’t set aside big
blocks of time to write and assume I’ll make major
progress. Some of my best ideas and writing come
when I’m under pressure.
[Because of NaNoWriMo] I designed a daily writing sheet that keeps me focused on writing every
day and helps me stay on track when my word
count falls short or I miss days. The average daily
count is 1,666.33 words, which adds up to 5,000
words every three days. Suppose someone starts
NaNoWriMo on November 4th or takes off three
days over Thanksgiving. They may think those
5,000 words are impossible to make up—but it only
raises the average daily word count by 185 words to
1,851.5. Many writers routinely set a goal of 2,000
words.
While we all continue to shelter in place, sometimes
struggling to make sense of this wild world we find
ourselves in, it might do our author souls good to
have a new challenge to remind us why we write and
love the craft. The NaNoWriMo may be the nourishment we need right now.
Look for Sisters in Crime programming and tools—
including a webinar with Gigi in October—to get you
ready for NaNoWriMo this year, and help you revise
your draft afterward. a
Doreen O’Skea is working on her first novel in
Ashland, Oregon. She is a member of Sisters in
Crime.

— Linda Shenton Matchett

Aeon Timeline
The Emotion Thesaurus by Becca Puglisi
My Mac!
Design Works Standard Issue Personal
Journal — it lies flat and doesn’t bleed
with fountain pens
Decaf Earl Grey hot tea in a ReDuce thermos (blue that matches one of my fountain pens)
Assorted beautiful mugs
My dog
— Elizabeth Richards

I use ProWriting Aid to help in the editing process. It’s really made me more
aware of echoes, redundancies, and
passive language as I write new material,
too.
— Donna Schlachter
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by Kerry Cathers

Elevator Pitches for Authors

“T

ell me about your book.”
Depending on your answer, it can
be the best or the worst thing an
agent or publisher could say to you.

Trouble is, coming up with a response isn’t all that
easy when you are starting out. How do you condense your characters, plots, sub-plots, and setting
into a simple answer? How do you explain that
twist at the end without itemizing everything that
happened? Most important of all:
How do you get them interested?
Pitches are not easy to write; in some respect, they’re
more difficult than writing the novel. And, when
asked, many give the wrong response.
Have heart, there are ways to increase your chances
of success. Part of it is mindset.
Rather than thinking of this as a writing exercise, or
an expression of your art, know it for what it is: It’s
a business pitch, or what is commonly referred to as
an elevator pitch.
As a freelancer, I have given hundreds of pitches (and
written quite a few for others). I have been in the
audience for countless more, listening to ones that
were effective, and surviving those which weren’t.
As an aspiring author, you’re no different from any
other entrepreneur: You’re selling your product to
your clientele. It just happens your product is your
novel and your client is an agent or publisher. The
principles which make a successful elevator pitch,
make for a good book pitch.

Where people go wrong
The most common and the most damaging error
people make is giving too much information. You
might think you have to tell them everything wonderful about your novel in order to get them to sign

you as an author. But the
opposite is true. I’ve seen it
at networking events, where
an entrepreneur drones on
and on about every aspect
of their business. One by one, the crowd loses interest and stops listening. Once that happens, the sale
is lost.
The same is true for pitching a book. Brevity is best.
There are a couple of reasons for this. First is information overload. We can’t process excesses of information in a short span of time, so we stop trying.
When bombarded with data, we shut down and
stop listening. Second, we get bored. The reason
commercials are short is so they don’t lose the audience’s attention.
You have 75 words (30 seconds) to catch someone’s
interest. At a stretch, you have 110 words (45 seconds). If they offer you a minute, that gives you 150
words. Not many, so make good use of them. You
must not exceed your time limit.
The main reason people fail with their pitch is they
don’t understand its role in the selling process.

The purpose of the pitch
When asked what the purpose of a pitch is, many
respond that it’s to get published. (They say the
same when asked what the purpose of a query letter
is.) That’s wrong. No agent/publisher ever signed an
author on their pitch alone.
If not that, then what?
A successful pitch gets the agent/publisher interested. That’s it. Nothing more. Once they’re interested, you’ve moved beyond the pitch into the next
stage of the selling process which is a completely
different strategy with its own set of rules.
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If you instigate a conversation, then your pitch has
worked. Move to step two.
Or the next stage might be a request for sample
pages. If so, you’re no longer relying on your pitch,
it’s down to your story. If they don’t, that doesn’t
mean your pitch is a failure. Anything that keeps
them talking about your book is a success.
Remember, it’s the writing and the plot that sell
your book, not your pitch.

How to write a successful pitch

How do you take an 80,000-word book and turn it
into a thirty-second commercial?

You have to be vicious with your script and strip
away all the irrelevant. This is a bit different from
fiction writing where description is essential (within
limits). There are a few writing rules that can help:

f Remove redundancies (brief moment, or close
proximity).

f Use the active voice (“He discovers
than, “He will discover …”).

f Eliminate adverbs or adjectives unless they are

key plots points. (Red is relevant only if the serial
killer is targeting people in red cars and your
heroine has just bought a red car.)

f Keep the sentences short. This

Don’t think you can do it? Think
it’s impossible? Every person I have
written an elevator pitch for has
told me theirs is that unique business that cannot be condensed into
a thirty-second commercial. By
the end of the session, they were
proven wrong.

f

Still not convinced? The pitch for the film Alien was
(reportedly) three words: Jaws in space. Screenwriter
Blake Snyder in his book, Save the Cat, insists that,
if a writer cannot sum up their story in a single
sentence, they’ve not thought it through enough. He
insists the pitch forces you to articulate the core idea
of the story.
Anything more is decoration and, in this instance,
decoration does more harm than good.

How do you do it?

With a lot of drafts. That might sound facetious,
but it’s true. You’re not going to get it on the first
go. As soon as you have the key points of your plot,
start creating your pitch (and your query and your
synopsis). Write down what you think are the key
elements, then set it aside and come back to it later.
At this stage, don’t censor yourself.

…” rather

prevents you from rambling,
allows you to place emphasis
where needed, and is easier for
the listener to understand.
Eliminate negatives “dangerous”
rather than, “not safe”). Too many
negatives (nots) and you confuse
the listener.

Every word in your pitch has to serve a purpose. If it
doesn’t, remove it.

What’s next?
Believe it or not, writing the pitch is only the beginning.
Once you have it written you have to practice it. You
need to be familiar with it; you can’t read it off a piece
of paper or the notes you scribbled on your hand.
If you know it, you can capitalize on unexpected
encounters. Meeting an agent doesn’t just happen at
the Pitch Sessions and you want to be ready for any
opportunity that presents itself. Be able to say your
pitch whenever, wherever anyone asks you.
How you say your pitch is as important as what you say.

A pitch is not written to a word count; it’s edited
down to a word count.

You want it to sound like a conversation, not like
a commercial. You want to sound confident and
professional.

When reviewing your draft, label each item as must
say, should say, like to say. When that’s done, throw
out everything labelled should or like.

A couple of hints from the entrepreneurial world
(and the world of public speaking). Nerves make
you talk faster, which makes you sound less
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credible. Practice saying your pitch at a very slow
pace and over pronounce your words. You want to
get accustomed to saying it slowly, so when you
give your pitch, you default yourself into speaking
slowly. Never practice it at normal speed unless you
want to know how long it is. When you combine
your attempt to speak slowly with the adrenaline
rushing through you, what comes out is a normal
pace of speaking. If you practice it at a conversational pace, you will speak too quickly when you
give it and the listener might have difficulty understanding you (especially if you speak as quickly as I
sometimes do).
We’re still not at the end. As an entrepreneur, I’ve
seen people win over a potential customer with
their pitch, then lose them when they have no follow-up. Think of every question the agent/publisher
might ask. Your sub-genre. Your experience.
Your word count. Your target audience. Your answer
to “tell me more.” Your target audience. Anything
you can think of, come up with a response. That
way, you’re never caught off guard, or stumbling for
an answer, or rambling. Or, worst of all, not having
an answer at all.
If they ask for more
details, keep it short.
You don’t want
them pointing to
their watch telling
you time’s up when
you’re in the middle
of your synopsis. Or, if you meet them in the hall,
boring them with a chapter-by-chapter recitation.
Being brief and remaining within the time frame
makes you look prepared and professional. You
relay to them that you know the procedure, are
comfortable with it, and can operate within its
boundaries. You show them a professional who’s
serious about a career. That builds trust and helps
convince them you’ll be easy (and worth their
while) to work with, which helps your chances of
success.
As a final preparation, write a pitch for your follow-up book, just in case they ask.

Dogs fed, emptied, and denied access to
windows.
Computer on a lectern or my bed.
At least two cups of tea.
Paper and pencil.
Television tuned to shows for the
illiterate, like Naked and Afraid, Botched,
or a Housewives franchise. Amazing
bizarre plot details arise. B . . .t the Naked
Psychopath will someday appear in a horror tale.
Write until interrupted by husband,
daughter, or dogs. Always urgent and
demanding instant solution.
Writing every day, but not necessaily
mysteries or other fiction. I will soon be
writing a class paper on tree communication.
— Christine W. Kulikowski

Repurpose your pitch
The principles which make for a good pitch will
help you write an effective query letter — concise,
enticing, and brief. You have a few more words with
a query letter, but, as with an elevator pitch, if you
don’t get to your point quickly, your audience will
lose interest.
Best of luck! a
Kerry Cathers is a contract editor and writer who entered
the publishing world as a Production Editor for a university press. Having sat on both sides of the table (hiring
editors and being hired) she understands the industry
from both perspectives. She has often been approached
by aspiring authors asking the wrong question: where
they can get the best editor.
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by Shari Randall

G

reetings, fellow book and library lovers.
Here’s the latest library news.

We Love Libraries Special Grants

The posts have already started running on SinC’s social media sites.
Many thanks to Vanessa Lillie for
her fabulous graphics. Feel free to
share them.

Many Siblings reached out following the death of
George Floyd. President Lori Rader-Day, We Love
Libraries Coordinator Susan Hammerman, and I had
a conversation about how SinC could help libraries
in communities affected by the protests. I did some
research on the Minneapolis protests and discovered
that East Lake Library, the closest library to Cup Foods,
was damaged by fire. A special Doris Ann Norris We
Love Libraries! grant will go to East Lake Library
through the Hennepin Library Friends Group.

These are the themes. If your book — or a SinC
sibling’s book — fits the theme, feel free to post.
Remember, we’re only posting books by SinC
authors.

For the next few months we will target WLL grants
to libraries that serve the Black community, including the Enoch Pratt Library in Baltimore; the
Fulton Library System in Atlanta; and the Louisville
Free Public Library System.

Perfect for a Picnic — These culinary cozy mysteries
come with a side of great recipes.

Everyone into the Pool Promo Posts

Dark Hearts — Too much sunshine got you down?
Take a break with stories of dangerous deception,
twisted minds, and psychological suspense.

In a reboot of our dearly missed Book Club Central
lists, SinC will have weekly Everyone into the
Pool social media posts. SinC will post a themed
graphic on our social media channels, and everyone with a book that fits the theme can tweet or
post their book cover. Share the posts far and wide!
Use these suggested hashtags: #amreading #books
#summer-reading #crimenovels #SistersInCrime
#beachreads #SinCrecommends #escapewithabook
#fiction #libraries along with the appropriate genre
hashtags: #suspense #truecrime #romanticsuspense
#cozymystery, etc., to make the posts easy for readers to find.
Consider adding the following copy to your post:
When we can’t travel, books are an escape. Stuff your
beach bag with these dangerously good reads from
Sisters in Crime.

Ten themes, one per week for summer.
Fatal Fireworks — Dive into crime novels set during
summer holidays.
Chills for Hot Nights — Dive into novels with a
paranormal element.

Like a Hurricane — Warning: These thrillers come
with a mind blowing twist.

From Agatha’s Beach Bag — Puzzling mysteries the
Queen of Crime would enjoy, all nominated or winners of the Agatha Award.
Lay Down the Law — These books bring the legal
drama.
Summer Fling — The only thing better than
romance is romantic suspense.
Crime Coast to Coast — Travel to these enticing
vacation spots without leaving your couch.
Crime Travel — Dive into historical fiction.
If you have any ideas on how we can connect SinC
authors and libraries, please let me know. a
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by Susan Hammerman

W

hen September rolls around, I feel like I should be heading back to school or
at very least trying to learn something new, and current events make me want
to volunteer. Luckily, I’ve found a way to accomplish both without having to
leave my house. The Zooniverse is an online platform where libraries, universities, and research institutions from all over the world submit fascinating projects that require an army of volunteers to complete. With minimal or no training at all, volunteers can help sort, organize, or identify information or
objects for dozens of research projects.
For example, the Boston Library has an active project to transcribe handwritten letters from anti-slavery activists and
abolitionists. Transcribing the letters will make them searchable by keywords and names. The Criminal Characters
project is also a transcription project, where volunteers transcribe Australian prison records from the 1850s to the
1940s. In other projects, you can hunt for earthquakes by identifying seismic activity, watch burrowing owls, catalog
items from the Manchester Museum, or check out what coyotes get up to in downtown Chicago in the middle of
the night. So, something for everyone!
Coordinating the We Love Libraries grant program has been a bright spot for me during this difficult year.
Starting in June, the focus of WLL shifted to fund underserved libraries. Please encourage libraries that are
located in or support underserved communities to apply for the We Love Libraries award. Find grant details
and the brief grant application on our website. A WLL winner of $1,000 is selected each month. The grants
awarded in May, June, and July went to libraries to provide funds to purchase materials during the pandemic,
to rebuild a library after a devastating fire, and to show support for the Black Lives Matter movement and the
tragic death of George Floyd in June of this year.

In California
The May award went to the Porterville Public Library, which was almost
entirely destroyed by a fire. Vikki Cervantes, Porterville City Librarian, wrote
in her grant application, “Our beloved Porterville City Library was destroyed
in a tragic fire on Tuesday, February 18, 2020. Sadly, Captain Figueroa and
Firefighter Jones lost their lives battling the blaze. It has been the most devastating fire in the history of our tightly knit community. Our collection of over
70,000 items were totally lost.” The library used the grant money to purchase
English and Spanish materials for virtual story times. The photo of a wood
panel painted with the word, “Read,” that miraculously survived the fire was in
the June inSinC. The library preserved the panel and will put it on display in
the new library building.
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In Washington

In Texas
The Clear Lake High School Library in Houston
was the June winner. The school librarian’s application states, “We are a community that hits right
on the financial border line: just affluent enough
to get no funding for low-income schools, and just
poor enough to really need it. Currently, we are shut
down for Covid 19.... [and] are scrambling for free
resources for our students.”
The $1,000 WLL grant was used to purchase
e-books and audiobooks. Pictured is School
Librarian Shirley Dickey with books by SinC
members, Sarah
Zettel Palace of Spies,
Dangerous Deceptions
and Assassin’s Masque;
Suzanne Young, The
Epidemic, The Remedy,
and The Complication;
and Holly Thompson,
Orchards.

In Minnesota
The East Lake Library
located in Minneapolis
was nominated for a
discretionary WLL
grant in June by the
SinC national board.
The library staff wrote the We Love Libraries grant
will be used to “Help restore the libraries most
affected by recent unrest in Minneapolis ... [and
to] fund programs and resources focused on tackling the persistent poverty and inequality facing
our black, brown and indigenous friends and
neighbors.”

The July WLL winner was the Scriber Lake High
School Library in Edmonds, Washington. Quoted
from the application, the $1,000 grant will be
used to “Purchase books to enhance our library’s
collec-tion of age-appropriate books by Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) authors
as well as non-fiction books to explore topics such as
systemic racism and social justice.”
Pictured at home is School
Librarian Rachel Ramey with
books by SinC members:
Girl, Stolen by April Henry,
Orchards by Holly Thompson,
No Place Like Home by the
late Mary Higgins Clark,
Dividing Eden and Need by
Joelle Charbonneau, and The
Treatment by Suzanne Young. a
Susan Hammerman lives in Chicago and writes neo-noir
and crime short stories.

First, as a traditionalist, I depend on my
trusty Thesaurus and Barzun’s Simple &
Direct.
First, as a traditionalist, I depend on my
trusty Thesaurus and Barzun’s Simple &
Direct.
More unusual may be my 11” x 14” Sketch
Pad (i.e., empty sheets) in which I note
ideas, tape things I’ve “noted” elsewhere,
etc. I use sticky notes to mark the pages
— main characters, secondary ones, the
out-doors, quotes I like — anything that
strikes me that I may want to include.
Critical too is the two-page spread that
I mark as “Timeline” that gets filled in as
things happen and is the closest to an
outline that I ever use.
— Victoria Houston
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Learn During Lockdown with Our Online Tools

T

he world has gone virtual — but Sisters in
Crime was there first with our live webinar
series and the response has been fantastic.
Hundreds of viewers continue to turn out for
two live webinars each month across four topic areas:
writing craft, the business of writing, marketing/
publicity, and crime/law expertise (forensics, investigative techniques, etc.).
Our most popular webinar? “Mastering Plot Twists”
with Jane K. Cleland. A record 548 attended live,
while 122 viewed the archived recording within a
week of the presentation. As a SinC member, you can
watch this archived webinar and others on your own
schedule on the SinC website. To suggest webinar
topics and speakers, submit info via our form.
Don’t have time to watch a full webinar right now?
Check out the SinC-UP! video library on the Sisters
in Crime YouTube channel. Hear great tips from
authors, agents, and editors like James Patterson,
Paula Munier (Talcott Notch), Hank Phillippi
Ryan, Terri Bischoff (Crooked Lane), and more, all
just a minute or two. Enjoy a new “A Minute with
…” video every week when you subscribe.

Upcoming SinC Webinars
Our last few months of the year offer great webinars
and special events, including two webinars to support November as National Novel Writing Month
(NaNoWriMo), as well as our first foray into offering our annual SinC into Great Writing workshop
online for every member to access! All times Eastern.
Tuesday, September 8, 3-4 p.m.
The Way We Weren’t: Writing Historical Fiction
with Susan Elia MacNeal, interviewed by Lori
Rader-Day, moderated by Lane Stone

by Lori Rader-Day

Saturday, October 3, 12-4 p.m.
SinC into Great Writing
Creating Authentic Characters
with Lou Berney, K. Tempest Bradford, & Walter
Mosley, moderated by Lori Rader-Day
Wednesday, October 7, 8-9 p.m.
Slay NaNoWriMo: Two Converts Share Their Secrets
Gigi Pandian and Rachael Herron, moderated by
Michelle Corbier
Tuesday, October 20, 7-8:30 p.m.
10 Common Mistakes Writers Make About the Law
with Leslie Budewitz, moderated by
Donna Van Braswell
Tuesday, November 10 & 17, 3-4:30 p.m.
Sell Your Books, Not Your Soul
with Jaden Terrell, moderated by Sarah Smith
Register for all webinars and virtual learning events
at Sisters in Crime under the “Learn” tab.

Welcome New Education Team Members!
Lane Stone lives in Alexandria,
Virginia and Lewes, Delaware.
She writes the Tiara Investigations
Mysteries and the Pet Palace
Mysteries. When not writing, she
enjoys traveling and volunteering
for good causes, like the Delaware
River & Bay Lighthouse Foundation
and AAUW. She has a post-graduate
certificate in Antiquities Theft and Art Crime.

Tuesday, September 22, 8-9 p.m.
Get Ready for NaNoWriMo with Mystery-Making
with Edwin Hill, Lorraine Sharma Nelson, &
Carolyn Marie Wilkins, Interactive Webinar
Presented by the SinC New England Chapter, moderated by Lisa J. Lieberman, chapter vice president.
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Donna Van Braswell went from being
an Army brat to a rocket scientist,
then began writing upon retirement.
She’s lived from Alaska to Turkey and
travels the world, setting her novels in
fascinating places. Her debut novel,
Daughter of the Ancients, was released
in June. She is married and has raised
two amazing children. She lives in
North Alabama and in Florida. a

by Allison Baxter

W

ho hasn’t lingered on the Writers’
Plateau? We put in hours of writing,
improving craft and content — and
then it seems like we’re stuck. We may
need a boost or a frank conversation to start climbing
the mountain again. There are numerous ways to
improve your writing (and countless articles on the
topic) but this article details four strategies with a range
of price tags, with words of wisdom from your fellow
Siblings. So, let’s go back to school in September with
critique groups, distance instruction, writing coaches,
and professional editors.

1) Critique Groups
When I asked for experience from our
membership, overwhelmingly, writers love
and need their critique groups.
Finding other writers might require some
word of mouth. Triss Stein, author of Brooklyn
Legacies, met members of two critique groups
through local chapters of Mystery Writers of
America and Sisters in Crime.
MA Monnin, whose short story “Siren Song”
appears in All That Weird Jazz, believes it
doesn’t matter that the members write in different
genres “because we critique for plot holes,
blocking errors, confusion, and grammar
and punctuation.”
Jen Collins Moore, author of Murder
in the Piazza, met her group through
a writing class. She believes that “six
people has proven to be a
great size for our group...I think
the...best thing is to make sure
you’re aligned with them in terms
of how dedicated

you are to writing and
how open to feedback
people truly are.”
There are also new
opportunities for members of Off Campus
Writers Workshop in
Winnetka IL. Right
now, they are operating remotely through Zoom
and helping writers form critique groups during
interactive meetings. Like Guppies, the groups are
autonomous.
Pitch Wars has a forum where writers can get other
writers’ help and advice on a range of topics. There
is a message board dedicated to people looking to
form critique groups.
Emilya Naymark, whose short story “Exit Now” will
appear in the anthology After Midnight: Tales from
the Graveyard Shift, found a writing group that she
loves through Meetup: “I’m not really sure what
is so magical about this group, but I finished the
manuscript and wrote three short stories that
went on to publication at these meetings.”
Raquel Reyes, whose short story “A Star
Goes Dark” is in Mystery Most Theatrical,
an upcoming Malice Domestic anthology,
found a group on Crime Writers of Color.
Each member reads a chapter live and
receives feedback in round table fashion.

2) Remote Learning: Online Classes,
Webinars, and Podcasts
The explosion in remote-learning possibilities has been one advantage of being
stuck at home (besides all that time to
write. Many of these are free or low cost
and provide opportunities for questions
and feedback.
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Online Classes and Webinars
Off Campus Writers Workshop hosts a weekly live
Zoom meeting with speakers on topics from writing to business to poetry.
Story Studio in Chicago has a huge catalog of long
and short courses with a range of prices.
SinC Webinar Archives have access to both new
and previous programs with topics such as writing
skills, crime and justice, marketing, and the business of writing.
Guppies has inexpensive online classes for members
on a range of topics. Susan Hammerman, whose
recent short story “Dominant Hand” is part of the
Mondays Are Murder series, found that the amount
of homework varied but the instructors were
upfront about how much work was expected.
International Writing Program, the non-academic counterpart to The University of Iowa Writers’
Workshop, has MOOCs (Massive Open Online
Courses)), free classes that are open to all. Courses have
lessons, video tutorials, and community-based feedback.

Podcasts
Tracy Forgie Koppel, a YA writer based in
Chicago, recommends Alone in a Room
with Invisible People and Writing Excuses.
Others include Storygrid, K.M. Weiland,
and Crime Writers of Color.

3) Writing Coaches
Writing coaches are a good way to get organized
and stay accountable. Individualized attention
comes at a higher price than critique groups and
remote learning, but the writers I interviewed felt
the investment can be well-justified.
Terri Bischoff, Senior Acquisitions Editor at
Crooked Lane Books, has done freelance coaching
and editing. She explains that “...the writer gets
feedback on a regular basis which can keep them on
track and pointed in the right direction. For example...I either read and respond to a set amount of

words on either a weekly or monthly basis. We can
catch early issues of plotting, repetitive language,
exposition, character development, etc.”
Mia Manansala, author of the novel Arsenic and
Adobo coming in May 2021, trained as a book coach
through The Author Accelerator Program with
Jennie Nash. She says coaches offer account-ability
plus editorial and emotional support for authors
whose goal is publication. The process begins with
intake forms, following up with phone calls and a
regular submission and editing schedule

4) Professional Editors
There are different kinds of editors for different needs
and skill levels. Once again, the prices will be higher.
 llen Butler, author of Pharaoh’s Forgery, starts with
E
beta readers for development, then uses an editor
before she publishes. Her advice? Ask people you
know. She uses Lucky 13, whose owner she met at
a conference, and pays per word. She also suggests
that you have one person copy edit and a different
person proofread.
Elena Taylor, author of the novel All We
Buried, perfects her work using beta readers, her writing partner, and her mother:
“My mom happens to be the best proofreader I know,” she said. Elena also edits
for Allegory Editing. To test drive their services, you
would submit a sample and the editor would offer
you “a clear outline of what each of our three levels of
service would contain and exact pricing based on the
current word count.”
If you’ve been on the Writer’s Plateau so long you
feel like you’re sheltering in place there, take heart.
The boost you need is a link, Zoom call, Bluetooth
speaker, or email away. a
Allison Baxter lives outside Chicago where she teaches English as a
Second Language and writes The Chicago Neighborhood Crime Series.

To avoid sending inSinC readers to insecure websites, no links are given
unless their prefix is “https” which indicates a secure site.
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What I Love about Writing Fiction

Building a World

R

ecently I was interviewed for an online book club
about my debut novel, A Dream of Death. One
of the first questions asked was “Is the Isle of
Glenroth a real place?”

I love that question because it tells me the fictional
island I’ve wedged into Scotland’s Inner Hebrides is so
vivid it could be real. It is real to me. I could draw you
a map and show you the peat bogs near the ferry dock
where the bodies of two women were discovered in 1810.
I could point out the island’s historic country house
hotel, nestled in a wooded glen near the south shore, and
the Historical Society, housed in the stone building that
once served as the island school. I know who lives where
— and who lived there before them.
Creating a fictional world is one of my favorite things
to do. I question myself: What kind of place will best
showcase my central conflict? Should my protagonist
feel at home in that setting, or will she operate best as an
out-sider? How will the weather affect the plot and the
characters? What societal norms will my main characters have to deal with (and possibly overcome)? Who
lives there — including the people who won’t appear in
this book but may appear in a later one? What foods do
they love? What is the history of the place, the legends,
the myths, the settled beliefs, the common memories?
How has the local culture changed over time, and what
effect does that change have on the residents? Do some
residents welcome new ways of doing things and others
resist? Most importantly, what are the secrets and where
are they (metaphorically) buried?
Novelist Alice Hoffman famously said, “Place matters
to me. Invented place matters more.” If a setting is real
— Cara Black’s Paris, for example — most readers will
already have a strong mental picture. But if the setting
is fictional, the writer must create that world from the
ground up through sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and
touch — and more importantly, how those sensory
details are processed by the characters. The idea isn’t to
include everything but to paint with brush strokes that

by Connie Berry

draw the reader’s attention to what
is important for the plot while leaving room for imagination.
Many crime novels are set in real
places. Ian Rankin’s curmudgeonly
police detective, John Rebus, fights crime in and around
Edinburgh, Scotland. Heather Weidner’s private investigator, Delanie Fitzgerald, operates in Richmond VA.
Edith Maxwell’s Quaker midwife, Rose Carroll, delivers
babies and catches murderers in late 1880s Amesbury
MA. Andrew Welsh-Huggins’ disgraced-college-footballstar-turned-private-eye, Andy Hayes, lives and works in
Columbus OH.

Uh Oh …
Setting your novel in a real city can be risky. What if
you use a famous big-city hotel as the center of a highclass escort service? What if a real small-town restaurant
becomes the place where a victim is poisoned? Could they
sue you? Fortunately, only people can be libelled or slandered — not places. But you might be guilty of defamation, and you’re guaranteed to make people hopping mad.
While I was researching A Legacy of Murder in Suffolk,
England, I toured the West Stow Anglo-Saxon Village, an
open-air museum. What a great place to discover a body,
right? The West Suffolk Arts Council didn’t agree. I ended
up not using the location anyway, but if I had, my recreated village would have had a fictitious name.
Another challenge in using real places is authenticity. If
you get something wrong — even the tiniest detail —
you’re sure to hear about it from your readers. In Fourth
Down and Out, Andrew Welsh-Huggins’ first mystery, his
protagonist, eats Sunday lunch in the iconic Columbus
restaurant Chef-O-Nette. Welsh-Huggins visited the restaurant several times to make sure he got the details right.
“And I did,” he said, “except for that pesky detail that got
away: The Chef-O-Nette is never open on Sundays. It’s an
error I won’t forget any-time soon, thanks to the readers
who have pointed it out along the way” (Andrew WelshHuggins, “How Local Can You Go?” Something Is Going
To Happen, EQMM Blog, Jan 15, 2020).
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Ian Rankin lucked out. In one of his Inspector Rebus
novels, he described his detective at Edinburgh’s Oxford
Bar, “an IPA in his hand, and his feet resting on the rail.”
Unfortunately, the Oxford Bar never had a foot rail. To
rectify Rankin’s “mis-remembering,” the landlord, Harry
Cullen, installed one (Peter Walker, The Telegraph, June
18, 2017).
Getting details right is even trickier when your
novel is set in the past. Would a modest house
in 1920s Topeka KS, have had indoor plumbing? How about a private telephone line? Was
that gift shop on Cape Cod open for business
in 1944 — or was the building a gas station
then? Extensive research is required, and if
you’ve gotten something wrong, your readers are sure to
call you out. The late Sue Grafton overcame problems
with authenticity by setting her Kinsey Millhone series
in Santa Teresa, California, a thinly disguised version of
Santa Barbara, where she lived. That way, she said, she
could “move real estate at will” and “change the orientation of streets” to suit the plot.

So how does a writer decide on setting?
Plot influences setting. If you’re writing a thriller about
terrorists planning to disrupt the seats of power in the
U.S., you’re going to have to spend time in our nation’s
capital. If you’re writing a police procedural about a
Scotland Yard detective, you’d better know London
pretty well. Cozy mysteries are often set in fictional
small towns where gossip spreads faster than email and
everyone knows where the bodies are buried (literally).
But what about The Chronicles of Narnia or Alice in
Wonderland or the Lord of the Rings trilogy? Fantasy and
science fiction call for major world-building, where the
author creates not only the physical setting but also
the rules that govern that imaginary place or alternate
reality. J. R. R. Tolkien created more than the geography,
culture, social customs, and politics of Middle Earth. He
created a whole new Elvish language.
Character influences setting as well (and vice versa). If
your protagonist is a hard-boiled PI, he probably won’t
set up shop in rural Georgia. If your main character is
Amish, you’d likely find her in Holmes County OH,
rather than Newark NJ. With that said, placing a character in an unfamiliar or unlikely setting can create

high interest. How about a hard-boiled PI who solves a
murder while caring for his ailing sister in Wisconsin’s
Northwoods? Several years ago I attended the play Hats
(later renamed Crowns; written and directed by Regina
Taylor; adapted from the book by Michael Cunningham
and Craig Marberry).
After her brother is killed in Chicago,
Yolanda, a young African-American woman,
is sent to live with her aunt in a small South
Carolina town where the women of her
aunt’s church have a hat for every occasion
— from flirting to churchgoing to funerals to baptisms. As strong women tell the
stories of their lives through stories of their
hats, “Yolanda witnesses a tradition tracing
back to African rituals and slavery and forward to the
New Testament and contemporary fashion.” In the end,
according to the program notes, “the standoffish young
woman, whose cultural identity as a young AfricanAmerican urban woman has been so at odds with the
older Southern women, embraces hats and their cultural
significance as a part of her own fiercely independent
identity.”
That small Southern town still occupies a place in my
heart.
Setting is more than description. Setting includes place,
time, mood, circumstances, culture, and (most importantly) the emotions attached to them. Taking the time
to create a world where your characters think, feel,
remember, and change will make the difference between
a painted backdrop and a setting that comes alive in the
minds and hearts of your readers. a
Connie Berry is the author of the Kate Hamilton Mysteries, set in
the UK and featuring American antiques dealer Kate Hamilton and
Suffolk Detective Inspector Tom Mallory. Connie loves cute animals,
foreign travel, mysteries, and all things British. She lives in central
Ohio with her husband, Bob, and Shih Tzu, Millie.

Connie will have four more
instalments in the “What I Love
about Writing Fiction” — one for
each of the next four quarters.
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Counseling
COPS
by Ellen Kirschman, PhD

I

believe that writers are burdened or, as some might
say, blessed with the ability, perhaps the responsibility, to illuminate the dark corners where politics,
culture and human behavior meet. If ever there was
such a time, it is now. How will we write about this moment in history? What will it take to represent all points
of view with fairness and accuracy? How shall we deal
with questions of cultural appropriation? And how can
we continue to support each other and strengthen the
bonds we share as writers when we are surrounded by
conflict in our own organizations?
This has been a tough few weeks for me personally.
I’ve been fielding calls from friends, relatives, and
news outlets. They want to know if I can explain
police behavior. They point to the egregious, appalling death of Mr. George Floyd and others. Their
questions feel like barely disguised accusations, as if
I should be ashamed of being a police psychologist
for the past 40 years. I rarely walk away from these
conversations feeling happy with my responses. To my
recollection, no one has ever asked me to explain why
thousands of cops risk their safety every day performing acts of kindness, generosity, and bravery to help
perfect strangers.
One of the reasons these conversations are uncomfortable is that the current public discourse about race and
policing appears to have boiled down to “Are you with
me or against me?” It’s as though I can’t be anti-racism
and support law enforcement. Or support the protests
without being labeled as turning against all cops.
How we talk about these issues is critical. I miss words
like some, most, much, and many that have been
replaced by always and never. As writers, we know
more than most that words count and sentences using
always and never are always wrong and never right.

To help sort my emotions
and thoughts, I sought consultation in the works of two
graduate school mentors, Dr.
Verneice Thompson and Dr.
Charles Hampden-Turner. Dr.
Thompson, who died in 1993,
was an African American. She
devoted her career to the study of power, authority
and leadership in organizations as they relate to age,
gender and ethnicity. She was a great advocate for
diversity, defining it as the ability of people to work
together while maintaining rather than disguising or
ignoring their differences. She would have praised
the 2016 Report for Change produced by Sisters in
Crime in the fight to eliminate racism in publishing.
Dr. Thompson recognized how compelling it was to
focus on individuals and individual acts, but insisted
it was more important to concentrate on systemic
issues. To her, the real question was “Why does this
group need this individual to behave in this way at
this point in time?” I think this is what some people
mean when they say police reform has to go beyond
ridding law enforcement of the bad apples. It is also
a template for the story of our times.
Dr Charles Hampden-Turner, philosopher, psychologist and author, taught me that values must be
balanced with their opposites. He’d stand in front
of a flip chart, marker in hand, his tie undone and
draw lines and circles, creating a yin/yang map of
contradictions and connections. “Courage,” he said,
“without caution is recklessness. Caution without
courage is cowardice.” His words ring true in this
damned if you do, damned if you don’t moment in
history, when a thoughtless disbanding of institutions could prove as disastrous as the failure to do
anything at all.
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As someone who has spent almost four decades
counseling cops and trying to humanize their organizations, I think things need changing. If you write
police procedurals or crime novels, you might consider how the following ideas I’ve been promoting to
the public could affect your characters and influence
your plots. Who would endorse these changes? Who
would resist them? How would race, gender, and
status shape interactions between and within your
characters?
f Increase the psychological
support we give officers.
Cops are twice as likely to kill
themselves as they are to be
killed in the line of duty. The
job not only changes people,
it traumatizes them. As many
as 19% of the force may have
diagnosable post-traumatic
stress disorder. Many more
have symptoms at the less than clinical level.
f Require officers to undergo annual mandatory confidential psychological wellness checks.
f A
 llow officers to retire with out financial penalty
at 5, 10 or 15 years.
f Add resilience, self-care, emotional intelligence,
and de-escalation tactics to basic training. Lower
the emphasis on danger training with out compromising officer safety.
f C
 hange the warrior mindset to a guardian mindset.
f R
 elieve police from dealing with public health
problems such as housing, mental illness, and drug
addiction.
f F
 ind new ways to measure productivity that emphasizes community interaction and crime prevention as
much or more than arrests and traffic stops.
fH
 ire more women in law enforcement because
women are far less likely than men to be involved
in excessive force incidents.

I think we are at a tipping point in the fight against
racism. Never before have I seen so many white
people protesting, questioning their implicit biases
and owning up to the advantages of white privilege.
Never before have I seen law enforcement, a culture rarely known to choose change over tradition,
respond to community protests with such speed by
changing policies and firing bad cops.
There’s resistance, of course.
Humans are hard-wired to
prefer the familiar over the
unfamiliar. We resist new
information that challenges
our long-held beliefs because
it threatens our very identities.
Officers and their families are
fearful for their safety and
their futures. They feel unfairly
maligned for long-standing
social ills and betrayed by the communities they
have served. Some may adapt, others will choose
to leave the job. Some are seeking psychological
support. Recruiting new officers in this anti-police
environment will be an uphill fight.
Now more than ever, we need books and stories to
distract books and stories to distract us, to inform
us, to confront us. My challenge as a psychologist is
to relieve human suffering. My challenge as a writer
is to tell the story of that suffering as best I can. a
Adapted from my Psychology Today blog,
6/20/2020: Police, Protests and the Killing
of Mr. George Floyd.
Ellen Kirschman writes the award- winning Dot
Meyerhoff mystery series. Dot Meyerhoff is a spunky
52-year-old police psychologist. Too dedicated for her
own good, she should be counseling cops, not solving
crimes. Ellen is a member of SinC, MWA NorCal, and the
Public Safety Writers Association. Her nonfiction books
are I Love a Cop: What Police Families Need to Know, I
Love a Fire Fighter: What the Family Needs to Know, and
Counseling Cops: What Clinicians Need to Know (with J.
Fay and M. Kamena).
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S

ometimes an idea for a novel is conceived through
something an author hears or reads. In the case of
the hugely popular book Gone Girl, the author,
Gillian Flynn, freely admitted in an interview for
the Sacramento Bee that the idea for her book came about
because of her interest in the story and mystery surrounding the real-life disappearance of Laci Peterson.
The similarities are worth noting. Both the real-life
Petersons and the fictional Dunnes in Gone Girl were
photogenic young couples whose lives seemed, if not perfect, certainly perceived as close to perfection as can be,
by neighbors, families, and friends. Not a hint of marital
discord was ever observed.
Laci, who was 8 months pregnant when she was reported
missing in 2002, became the subject of daily media coverage and much speculation about what could have happened to this supposedly happy, friendly suburban young
mother-to-be. Her husband, Scott, good-looking
and with what authorities called “an easy-going
manner,” was at first supported by Laci’s family,
the couple’s friends, and the community where
they lived, in his role as grieving young husband.
He was not immediately under suspicion by the
police or the media.
Though Flynn stops short of saying that her
character of Nick Dunne is completely based on Scott
Peterson, she did say that both the fictional Nick Dunne
and the real-life Scott Peterson had that “same vibe about
them.” We can assume that’s certainly the vibe of charm
and smooth deception exhibited by both the actual and
fictional husbands of the missing women.
The disappearances of Laci Peterson and the fictional
Amy Dunne follow a similar path. Both women were last
seen by their husbands and no one else. Both husbands
left their wives at home and returned later to find them
gone. Both swore they had no knowledge of what had
happened to their wives. One of the husbands was lying.

Scott Peterson told police that he
last saw his wife on the morning of
Christmas Eve as he prepared to go
fishing at a marina. In his statement,
he made mention that when he left
home, Laci was watching a cooking show. She told him that she intended to take their
dog for a walk to a park close by their home. The police
report stated that when Scott returned to their house
later that day, he found the dog in the backyard but saw
no sign of Laci. He told them he wasn’t unduly alarmed
and decided to wash his clothes, which he said had gotten wet and smelled bad from his fishing trip. Then he
took a shower.
The disappearance of the fictional Amy is slightly different. The morning of the Dunnes’ fifth wedding anniversary, Nick Dunne gets up early and goes to visit his
twin sister to complain to her about his unhappy
marriage and his increasingly miserable, shrewish wife, Amy. He returns home to a scene of
overturned furniture, broken glass, and signs of a
struggle. Nick calls police and reports his young
wife as missing. Like Laci, the,\ pretty Amy
simply vanished.
While the book follows the same story line as
reality, even to the pregnancy and the initial family and
friends’ support of Nick, there are major differences
between the two women and their disappearances. While
both Laci and Amy disappeared without a trace, there
were no clues left behind by Laci Peterson that pointed
to an abduction. However, the character of Amy left
behind violent clues that would eventually point police
to suspect she was taken from her home against her will,
and those clues pointed directly to her husband Nick.
The intertwining of fact and fiction merge in the case of
Scott Peterson and Nick Dunne. All family and media
support ceases for the men and police suspicion rises when
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it becomes known that Scott Peterson is having an affair.
Before she vanished, Laci Peterson was aware of the affair. In
the book, Nick Dunne is also having an affair — an affair
that was discovered by Amy before she went missing. Both
men were convicted and found guilty in the public eye
before either was arrested. The hatred and anger Nick
receives from his neighbors — and even from his beloved
twin sister — create a twist in the story that reflects the
real-life events surrounding Scott Peterson. Feelings
against Peterson were so strong in his community that his
court case had to be moved to another venue in order to
enssure him a fair trial.
Though Flynn has said that she paid little attention to
the media or police procedurals concerning the Peterson
case, the writing of Gone Girl strongly reflects a similarity
to the case of Laci Peterson. Though the fictional story
of Amy and Nick Dunne ends very differently from the
tragedy of Laci and Scott Peterson, there are many details
in Gone Girl that are all too familiar in both stories — the
pregnancies, the affairs, the unhappy lives under a façade
of perfection, the missing women, and no concrete clues
about their disappearances.
Laci Peterson’s story ended in a
horrible way — her remains washed
ashore on San Francisco Bay four
months after her disappearance.
Even though the medical examiner
could not give an official cause of
death due to the terrible decomposition of her body from the water and
sea life, prosecutors told the jury that the mother-to-be
had more than likely been smothered to death before her
body was tossed into the bay. Obviously they made their
case. The jury found Scott Peterson guilty of the first-degree murder of his wife and of the second degree murder
of his unborn son. [His death sentence was overturned on
August 24, 2020, by the California Supreme Court.\
As for the fictional Amy Dunne, she returns home of her
own volition after seeing an interview Nick gives to a
Dateline-type TV show where he piles on the charm and
tells the interviewer how much he loves and misses his
Amy and prays that she will be found alive and well. He
only wants her home with him. She decides to forgive h
 im

for his affair and the coldness that
she felt had settled into their marriage. Only one problem — now
she needs to find a new person to
blame for her violent disappearance.Amy chooses a very wealthy
ex-boyfriend named Desi — a
person who was so enamoured of
her that he actually stalked her
in school after she had broken up
with him — to be her scapegoat. When simply being on
the run hadn’t worked out for her she had contacted him
for help and he willingly put her up in his luxurious lake
house. However, now that Nick has professed his love for
her publicly and so profusely, she wants out, and to get
out she needs to kill the obsessed and possessive Desi.
Her devious story, told to the police with wide-eyed
innocence and a sad confusion, is that her crazy stalker
ex-boyfriend had broken into her home when she was
alone, kidnapped her, held her captive, and raped her
repeatedly. One night, as he was attempting to rape her
yet again, she fought back hard and, in a life and death
struggle, killed him in order to save herself and her
unborn child.
 er return vindicates Nick in the eyes of the police, the
H
media, and the family. Once home alone with Nick however, Amy tells him everything she has done, including
the lie about being kidnapped and held against her will
by Desi, and how she violently murdered him. He begins
to see her not just as an unhappy shrew but as a monster.
Though Nick’s story ends much better than Scott Peterson’s,
he is forced to continue living with Amy because he feels
responsible for the unborn child, a child he will not leave
to be raised by the monster Amy. In a certain way, Nick is
also in prison—a prison of Amy’s making. a prison of Amy’s
making. a
Kristen Houghton is the author of the popular
series “A Cate Harlow Private Investigation.” The
Hawaiian Word for Murder Book 5 is the most
recent. She is also the author of nine fiction and
two nonfiction books. Her short stories appear in
many horror and crime anthologies.
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by Gay Kinman
JD Allen’s The Skin Game was nominated for the Shamus for
Best Original Private Eye Paperback
Kathryn J. Bain’s Fade to the Edge was a Silver Falchion Award
Finalist in the Suspense category
Mark Bergin’s Apprehension was a Silver Falchion Award Finalist
in the Procedural/P.I. category
Connie Berry’s A Dream of Death was a Silver Falchion Award
Finalist in the Mystery category
Susanna Calkins’ Murder Knocks Twice was a nominee for Sue
Feder Memorial Award for Best Historical Mystery and an
Anthony nominee for Best Paperback Original
L. A. Chandlar’s The Pearl Dagger was a nominee for Sue
Feder Memorial Award for Best Historical Mystery and an
Anthony nominee for Best Paperback Original
Matt Coyle’s Lost Tomorrows won the Shamus for the Best
Private Eye Novel
Hilary Davidson’s “Unforgiven” was an Anthony nominee for
Best Short Story
John DeDakis’ Fake was a Silver Falchion Award Finalist in the
Mystery category
Samantha Downing’s My Lovely Wife was a Macavity nominee
for Best First Mystery
Tori Eldridge’s The Ninja Daughter was a Macavity nominee for
Best First Mystery and an Anthony nominee for Best First
Novel
Dianne Freeman’s A Lady’s Guide to Gossip and Murder was a
nominee for the Sue Feder Memorial Award for Best
Historical Mystery

K. P. Gresham’s Murder on the Third Try
was a Silver Falchion Award Finalist in
the Suspense category
Rachel Howzell Hall’s They All Fall Down was an Anthony
nominee for Best Novel
Bradley Harper’s Queen’s Gambit was a Silver Falchion Award
Finalist in the Suspense category
Harpeth River Writers includes SinC members Suzanne Webb
Brunson, Catherine Moore and Tom Wood and their Words
on Water was a Silver Falchion Award Finalist in the Short
Story/Anthology/collection category
Peter W.J. Hayes’ The Things That Are Different was a Silver
Falchion Award Finalist in the Procedural/P.I. category
Sue Hinkin’s Low Country Blood was a Silver Falchion Award
Finalist in the Thriller category
Jenna Kernan’s Dangerous Conditions was a Silver Falchion
Award Finalist in the Action/Adventure category
William Kent Krueger’s This Tender Land was a Macavity
nominee for Best Mystery Novel
Kathryn Lane’s Revenge in Barcelona was a Silver Falchion Award
Finalist in the Suspense category
Tara Laskowski’s One Night Gone was an Anthony nominee for
Best First Novel
Laura Lippman’s Lady in the Lake was a Macavity nominee for
Best Mystery Novel and an Anthony nominee for Best Novel
Linda Lovely’s Bad Pick was a Silver Falchion Award Finalist in
the Cozy category

Shirley B. Garrett’s Deadly Obsession was a Silver Falchion
Award Finalist in the Thriller category

G.M. Malliet’s “Whiteout” tied for third place in the annual
Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine Readers Award competition
and was a Macavity nominee for Best Mystery Short Story

Barb Goffman’s “Alex’s Choice” in Crime Travel was a Macavity
nominee for Best Mystery Short Story and her Crime Travel
was an Anthony nominee for Best Anthology

Sujata Massey’s Satapur Moonstone was a nominee for Sue Feder
Memorial Award for Best Historical Mystery

Debra H. Goldstein’s Two Bites Too Many was a Silver Falchion
Award Finalist in the Cozy category

Edith Maxwell’s Charity’s Burden was a nominee for Sue Feder
Memorial Award for Best Historical Mystery
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Karen McCarthy’s Murder at the Candlelight Vigil was a Silver
Falchion Award Finalist in the Mystery category
Catriona McPherson’s Scot & Soda was an Anthony nominee for
Best Paperback Original
Laura Oles’ (co-editor) Last Call was a Silver Falchion Award
Finalist in the Short Story Anthology/Collection category
Kelly Oliver’s Viper was a Silver Falchion Award Finalist in the
Suspense category and her Kassy O’Roarke, Cub Reporter was a
Silver Falchion Award Finalist in the Juvenile/Y.A. category
Katherine Hall Page’s The Body in the Wake was a finalist in the
Maine Literary Awards Crime Fiction category
Gigi Pandian’s The Alchemist’s Illusion was an Anthony nominee
for Best Paperback Original
Lori Roberts’ This Dark and Bloody Ground was a Silver Falchion
Award Finalist in the Juvenile /Y. A. category
Hank Phillippi Ryan’s The Murder List was a Macavity nominee for
Best Mystery Novel and an Anthony nominee for Best Novel
Alex Segura’s Miami Midnight was an Anthony nominee for
Best Novel and his “Red Zone” was an Anthony nominee for
Best Short Story
Jane Suen’s Murder Creek was a Silver Falchion Award Finalist in
the Mystery category
Art Taylor’s short stories were nominated for the Anthony—
“Better Days” in Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine, and “Hard
Return” in Crime Travel. “Better Days” was also a Macavity
nominee for Best Mystery Short Story
Maggie Toussaint’s Dreamed It was a Silver Falchion Award
Finalist in the Science Fiction/Fantasy/Horror category
Gabriel Valjan’s The Naming Game was an Anthony nominee for
Best Paperback Original
Holly West’s Murder A-Go-Go’s was an Anthony nominee for
Best Anthology
Manning Wolf ’s (co-editor) Last Call was a Silver Falchion
Award Finalist in the Short Story Anthology/Collection
category

I always make sure to have a sticky
notepad and mechanical pencil by my
side. But not just any pencil. I only use
the Papermate Sharpwriter because as
opposed to the mechanical pencils you
click, you can adjust the size of the lead
on this particular pencil by twisting the
bottom barrel. It gives you more control.
My husband has worked from home
since March, which means we’re sharing
an office. Even with a great officemate,
sometimes I need total privacy. In those
cases, I either take my laptop into our
dining room or out to what I now call the
OO — the Outside Office.
We moved our
outdoor table to a
section of the yard
that affords me
a view of the San
Fernando Valley
hills in the distance,
and bought a table
umbrella. Even with
an umbrella, a laptop screen can be hard to view, so sometimes I keep the computer inside a box
while I work, which adds more needed
dark-ness to my working conditions. I
find it soothing to take a break and look
up from my computer to see a lovely
view. It helps me manage my stress level
which, like for so many of us, is very high
these days.

Please send awards and recognition information (SinC members only) to Gay Kinman
for inclusion in this column. [If you share via
the SinC website, please do not forward the
website page to her.]
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— Ellen Byron

Fabulous
Forewomen

by Susan Rowland, PhD

Dorothy Salisbury Davus & Margery Allingham

A

rt makes worlds. This is true of
all the arts from collage to pop
music, sculpture, and feature
films. Artworks offer a world view or a perspective
that can be celebratory, pessimistic, divine, socially
critical, ironic — well, you get the picture. This
is especially true of the mystery novel where the
crime needs a context to make it matter, so that the
reader cares about finding the truth. Two novels that
demonstrate world-making in witty and surprising
ways are A Death in the Life (1976) by Dorothy
Salisbury Davis and Look to the Lady (UK) The
Gyrth Chalice Mystery (US) by Margery Allingham.
In both novels an innocent sleuth finds more layers
of deceit and corruption than can possibly be ameliorated.
A guide between worlds
One mode of world building is a transitional figure
or guide who invites the detective in. Julie, bored
spouse of a distinguished journalist, is drawn into
seedy streets of New York by her friend, Pete, a
theater designer she knows from drifting on the
edges of his profession. When Pete is murdered
in the apartment of teenage prostitute Rita, Julie
is torn between getting involved in detecting and
the sensible advice of her psychiatrist acting as her
good angel. After all, who is Pete? Was Julie really
attracted to a man who wanted to become a priest,
yet who actually made a porn movie?
Forty years earlier, like Julie befriending Rita, Albert
Campion also picks up an abject wanderer, this time
on the mean streets of London. It is his old friend,
Perceval St Gyrth, who takes him to his native village where his family’s sacred charge is threatened.
The St Gyrths have for centuries protected a mysterious cup. With the countryside including witches
and thieves dedicated to stealing the aforementioned

Gyrth Chalice, Campion’s role becomes even more
serious when Perceval’s aunt is apparently terrified to
death in the uncanny woods.
Here, too, detection covers different social and
metaphysical worlds. Most dangerous is that of an
international gang of thieves who are prepared to
kill. Most mysterious is the holy grail-like ambiance
of the chalice. These worlds collide when the cup
disappears, only for it to be revealed as a copy. Yet
Perceval’s coming of age will reveal to him the real
secret of the artifact and provide another opportunity for the gang leader, Mrs. Dick Shannon. Only
her death will stop the attempts on the chalice. Is
Campion prepared to kill her to save his friend’s —
and England’s — heritage?
(Mostly) trusty companions
Refusing sensible advice to get a sensible job, Julie
takes over a tarot card reading business and begins
to befriend local characters such as Mrs. Ryan, an
elderly widow with an aged dog. There she also
encounters Rita, claiming to be a teenage prostitute
who wants to go home to her family. Keen to help
Rita, Julie becomes aware of two vicious pimps
who want to control the local streets. Meanwhile,
she impresses Mrs. Russo, a long-time tarot client,
which gives her a connection to her husband. He
turns out to be the trusty cop who is working on
Pete’s murder.
Campion’s companions are more formally enlisted.
In a dig at Dorothy L. Sayers’s estimable butler,
Bunter, Campion’s manservant is Lugg, lugubrious
ex con with no social graces. His views of the Gyrth
family and the monsters lurking in the woods alone
make the novel worth reading. Of course, Perceval
has not fully explained the situation to Campion
when drawing him down to his estate. How could
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he? The full secret of the chalice is revealed only on
the heir’s coming of age, an imminent event that is
put at risk when Perceval is kidnapped.
Dastardly deeds reveal or develop the detective
With murder and prostitution intimately interwoven in A Death in the Life, Julie is seduced into
investigating the murder because she cannot solve
the conundrum of her feelings for Pete.
Was she about to have an affair with him or
was he simply central to her own quest for
direction in her life? The more she discovers, the more enigmatic Pete becomes and
the more finding the truth seems necessary
to avoid her own death in her life. Her
long suffering psychiatrist, Dr Callahan, is
worried that Julie is taking more and more
risks just to feel alive. So too is the reader in a very
subtle demonstration in getting the reader to care
for characters.
For there is a resemblance between Julie and
Campion in their apparent lack of purpose.
However, Campion is reticent rather than psycho-logically drifting. Whereas we want Julie to
succeed for the truth and for her sanity, we want
Campion to find a way to put the incompatible
worlds into some kind of resolution. How can he
stop the thieves, find the monster in the forest, solve
a murder without committing one, and all in the
context of saving a myth?
A complex social mix
Murdered, Pete becomes even more of an enigma to
Julie than he was alive. Was he gay as he appeared
to her, or not so much, given his great love for now
dead famous diva, Laura Gibson. What was he to
Rita? Tracking Rita takes Julie closer to the pimps
who groom vulnerable women for prostitution and
to the theater world of impoverished actors and
fringe venues. Meanwhile she writes to her successful journalist husband and can retreat to their
comfortable New York apartment. She also enjoys
the luxury of a psychiatrist willing to be used as a
counsellor. To help Julie, she even agrees to see Rita.
Not unlike Salisbury Davis, Allingham makes a
specialty of mixing social strata that serve to undermine the dominance of any one world view. It also

makes identifying the clues a more diverse and
creative hunt for the reader. Whereas Sayer’s Lord
Peter Wimsey and Bunter personify moneyed class
and privilege, Campion, although rumored to be
of noble blood, describes himself as an adventurer.
Look to the Lady is not the only book where he is
tempted to kill off a vicious person who seemingly
cannot be stopped otherwise.
The resemblance or contrast between sleuth and
villain is a valuable aspect of the genre for any mystery writer. Alongside Campion in this story are the
world of London professional crime in Lugg, myth
and majesty in the St Gyrth chalice, and a grotesque evocation of rural witchcraft. Not all peril
comes from organized crime in Look to the Lady,
just as Julie is endangered by her ennui as much as
by the pimps who try to recruit her.
The texture of the place
In A Death in the Life, Julie moves from weary
naivety to the ability to see the layers of complex
relationships in the street life where she meets Rita.
For example, later in the story she is talking to
friendly shop owner Mr. Bourke about his experience of the tricky young women.
“What you’re asking me, Julie, is why I let
her come here in the first place.”
“All right.
Because I was afraid of Mack and he was the
one decided I was going to be her shelter.”
“I get it,” Julie said, but she didn’t, not all of
it. “What could he do to you?”
“I don’t want to find out.”
One of the great achievements of this novel is the
sense of urban negotiation where everyone knows
too much and too little of people they encounter in
everyday life. In these streets crime and violence are
rarely visible, yet happen all the time. Rita is not so
much abused innocent as manipulative and dangerous. Salisbury Davis manages to make simple conversational exchanges like this one into evocation of
shifting and perilous depths behind the apparently
ordinary. It is a marvellous demonstration of “less is
more” in making worlds for our detectives.
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By contrast, when the witch of Look to the Lady is
finally cornered, the truth is more macabre than
her traces hitherto. Like amiable Perceval St Gyrth,
Sally Munsey inherited her life role. Unlike him, she
cannot leave her ancestral pagan idiom and converse like a rational modern person. Far from it, she
represents the texture of Look to the Lady in that the
uncanny in the world of the book is not banished
by the sleuth. This world is stranger than it first
appears to the reader and the human nature even
more perverse.
The figure was that of a woman, old, and
scarcely clad at all save for great uncured
strips of goatskin draped upon her gaunt
yellow form. Her headdress was composed
of the animal’s skull to which the hair still
clung and her face was hidden by a mask of
fur, slits having been cuts for the eye holes.
Her bony arms appear to have been smeared
with blood and the effect was unspeakable.
The Munseys (there is a disabled son) are accepted
as indigenous parts of the landscape. They are dangerous to cross but harmless if left alone. True, they
unintentionally scare Diana St Gyrth to death, but
the woods are their domain and Diana is portrayed
unsympathetically as exploiting the Gyrth heritage
for her own self-importance.
The sleuth has unique world binding qualities
Ultimately, solving the murder in mystery fiction is
world-restore or re-storying. It may also be transformational for the detective. Julie in A Death in
the Life finds purpose and courage; so much so that
Salisbury Davis goes on to writer several more books
with her brand of vulnerable determination. With
the psychiatrist suggesting that it is Julie’s unknown
father that she is really seeking, she ends convinced
by her quest for the truth about Pete Mallory, a man
whose surname is close to the Malory who wrote
about King Arthur and the holy grail. Julie is able to
traverse the worlds of the street without being corrupted or too deeply damaged. Of course she can go
on to have a career as a detective in mystery fiction.

narrative looks to is treacherous. Yet Campion too
has his moments of transcendence when taken to
view the real Gyrth Chalice and the dead knight
who guards it. This novel hints at a religious dimension to its world dominated by superstition, paganism, inherited roles and exploitation by corrupt
modernity. It is Campion’s job to stay not so much
untainted but unencumbered, mobile enough to be
able to dart between worlds and make them able to
live alongside each other again.
A Death in the Life and Look to the Lady are
manifestly different mysteries, one urban, one
rural, one female amateur sleuth, one male
semi-professional, one New York, one Essex
UK. However, they both exhibit the tensions
over world building that are valuable examples
for mystery writers today. I think these fabulous forewomen would have got on well.
This is the third of an ongoing series of these “fabulous foremothers” and I plan to do theater mysteries
next. I am happy to receive suggestions for future
authors. A Death in the Life was published by Scribner
in 1976 and Look to the Lady is available from Agora
Books. a
Susan Rowland is a British-born scholar of women’s
detective fiction with books. She is also an aspiring novelist with her first mystery, “Murder by Alchemy,” with
Artellus Literary Agency. Visit her website for more.

What I use to make my writing world better is a view outside! I always position my
desk so that I can stare outside and watch
backyard bunnies, chipmunks, squirrels,
and the rare raccoon. When the writing is
particularly challenging, looking outside
often raises my spirits.

Campion, of course, remains what he always was
in the face of the bizarre worlds of Look to the
Lady. Like A Death in the Life, the “Lady” that the
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—Stephanie Gayle

Guppy

Colorado SinC

T

V

Our Fantasy Agent Project remains strong; 44 members submitted the first 15 pages of their manuscript, plus a one-page
synopsis. All were matched with “fantasy agents” (more experienced, published chapter members). A critique rubric was
supplied to the “agents,” who gave anonymous feedback to the
submitter. The critique ends with, “Is the story a well-executed
mystery that would tempt you to buy it? Why or why not?”

On our website above, we have a list of the upcoming books
to read. Book club locations will not matter as the meetings
will be held on Zoom for the remainder of the year. But since
we are not sharing our Zoom links publicly, if you would like
to attend one of these meetings, please email the book club
coordinator of the meeting you would like to attend and she
will send you the Zoom link when she sends out the book
announcements.

he Guppies, at more than 900 members, have been busy as usual –– all
online. We offered 5 courses to members: “Scene of The Crime: Perpetrating
& Investigating Your Fictional Felonies”
and “Committing Your Crime: The Basics
of Making Your Story Unlawful” with Geoff Symon; “Make
Them Laugh: Writing Humor” with Kris Neri; “Writing
Strong Scenes: with Ben Furnish; and “Editing: The Road to
Publication” with Christine Amsden.

The Fish That Got Away, our sixth anthology of short crime
fiction, is edited by Linda Rodriguez and will be published by
Wildside Press in time for the 2021 Malice Domestic conference. The anthology includes 20 stories by chapter members
—Edith Maxwell/Maddie Day

New England

ia the SinC Chapter Presidents listserv, the Colorado Chapter invites
other members to our monthly book
clubs. Each month, we read and discuss
a book published by one of our fellow
chapter members. It’s not a requirement
to have read the book; this is more
about camaraderie and meeting the author and other readers.
Often times we discuss craft and the publishing process as well
as the book, so all are welcome!

Book Club Coordinators
f Longmont — Brooke Terpening
f Fort Collins — Margaret Mizushima
f Parker — Becky Clark
Thank you for your consideration and we hope to see some of
our Sisters from around the country! :) Please feel free to share
this info with other chapter members; we can host up to 100
participants.
—Francelia Belton

S

cattered across six New England states, rarely can members of the New England chapter gather in one
place, but Zoom is bringing us face-to-face, reminding us that SinC is truly about supporting one another
through good times and bad.
We gathered virtually in May to mourn the loss of our beloved past-President Sheila Connolly, sharing
stories and photographs with her friends and family, including Sisters from all over the country, sending her
off in fine Irish fashion with teary-eyed toasts. More light-hearted occasions followed: a virtual cocktail party
and a virtual brunch, with a virtual ice cream social in the planning stages.
Traditionally, our chapter has held Member Reads events in libraries, pubs, and living rooms in the month of May. These have been
opportunities for members in various New England states or regions to socialize and share a five-minute excerpt of something they’ve
written. COVID-19 put a crimp in our plans this year, but we persisted.
Finally, we have adapted our very popular Speakers Bureau program, Mystery Making, to a virtual format and will present it as a webinar open to all SinC members on September 22, to kick-off NaNoWriMo. We hope to see you there!
—Lisa Lieberman
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VIRTUAL

meetings
by Lori Rader-Day

A

t the chapter presidents’ virtual cocktail
party a few weeks ago, I jotted down
a few of the ideas shared. Since not
everyone could attend, here’s what I
captured. If anyone else has ideas for great virtual
meeting ideas, share them!

f Virtual cocktail parties, obvi-

ously. Have some central questions to ask of attendees or a
theme so that you have some
kind of content framework, or
go around and let everyone have
a chance to say what they’re
working on, what obstacles they
have met, etc.
f Virtual launch parties?
Why not? Everybody who has
a new book out this summer,
on a panel, or just taking turns
talking about their process. We
all love to hear how the sausage
was made.

f V irtual critique groups. Just like in-person
ones, really.

f V irtual write-ins. Check in at the top of the

session, set a timer, write. People can leave
their cameras on or not. At the end of the
timed session, come back together and check
in, and then set the timer again. We’ve heard
some great responses on sessions like this
from published writers, but it would work
for anyone serious about getting some words
down. You can use writing prompts if you
think your attendees need more structure.
There’s a great book of prompts called What
If? if you need some ideas.

f V irtual panels or speaker sessions. Why

not, right? Everyone’s home; shoot for the
stars! Call in favors from friends, ask other

SinC members, ask that great speaker who normally
wouldn’t be able to do an in-person session because of
distance.
Go to Meeting was the app mentioned for panels.
For single speakers, you could use several. SinC uses
Crowdcast, but even Zoom with all the other peo-ple
on mute will work quite well. Have people type their
questions into the chat to keep the chaos down a bit.
Reminder that I have offered all the chapters a free
session from me; if you want to take me up on that and
haven’t, email me. They’ve been fun to do.
Think about other ways to engage and connect with
your virtual sessions. Can you send book sales from
your speaker to a local independent store? Could you
offer to do a panel of your members for your local
library (some of them are tech savvy, but many probably are not). Can you do a free session but “pass the
hat” virtually and support a local charity? (Someone
mentioned doing a session that benefited Write Girl,
but also the 826 charities, which give free tutoring and
writing instruction to low- income kids.)
Also think about what your area has that’s special, but
that maybe no one else knows about. In these days of
virtual everything, perhaps you can highlight a little-known mysterious tourist destination and let the
rest of us in on it.
Whatever it is, offering some kind
of connection for your members
now is important, even if it’s just
links to meetings the other chapters are offering! Your members
might be very isolated right now,
or they might be launching books into the unknown.
Give them a chance to connect and help celebrate their
accom-plishments and your own.
What other things have worked for your chapter during
the quarantine? Share your ideas!
Hope you are all well and writing! a
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